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The HRVP Josep Borrell is not alone in his conviction that one of the consequences of the Covid-19 pandemic should be to strengthen Europe’s strategic autonomy and re-scale global value chains. The question is to what extent, how feasible it is whether this represents an opportunity for EU’s neighbours too. The countries of the Maghreb are in urgent need of opportunities for economic development as the pandemic has amplified previously existing challenges. As the EU ponders where in its near abroad it might encourage new investments and in which sectors, this exploratory meeting shall assess the place of the Maghreb in this discussion. It will assess the potential impact of this strategy, the strengths and weaknesses of the countries of the Maghreb and how to translate this initial diagnose into specific policies that could meet the immediate and long-term interests of both parts.

To do so, this meeting will gather European and Maghrebi experts, representatives of the private sector in Tunisia, Morocco and Algeria and officials from the EU institutions and Spain. The conversation will be structured in three blocs:

Nearshoring: transforming an opportunity into a reality
Why now? How does it feed the EU’s broader geopolitical and strategic vision? Which steps have already been taken? Who are the key players pushing into this direction and which arguments do they put forward? Who are the actors that may contest this approach and why? How does it connect to other transformational priorities (digital agenda, green transition, connectivity)?

Why the Maghreb, or why not?
Could nearshoring contribute to stabilize Europe’s southern neighbourhood and nurture a positive agenda for cooperation? Does the joint communication on the Southern Neighborhood and the new MFF favor a more ambitious engagement in this field? What should happen for the Maghreb countries to become a priority and a partner in this strategy? Which are the strengths and weaknesses of Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco? Which elements could decrease the attractiveness of these countries or the region as a whole?

Where to start?
How to translate this agenda into regional, subregional and country-based initiatives and actions? On which sectors/countries there are more possibilities for quick gains? How can individual member states contribute to it? How to involve the private sector and civil society in the different phases of the project?
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